
rkukura: That was my original thinking too, but don’t we still need to 
do updates if action_value is mutated?
[12:04pm] ivar-lazzaro: SumitNaiksatam: I think the whole point can be 
to change the behavior of a given rule across contracts
[12:04pm] SumitNaiksatam: rkukura: yes
[12:04pm] ivar-lazzaro: SumitNaiksatam: not sure if that will be 
actually used but I can see value in it
[12:04pm] SumitNaiksatam: okay, so let me take a step back
[12:04pm] hemanthravi: can we make them both immutable, and policy-
rule can be updated with an new action if required
[12:05pm] s3wong: ivar-lazzaro: really? action knows which rules it 
belongs to? I would need to take a look at API-2, probably missed 
that...
[12:05pm] SumitNaiksatam: we are confusing the current implementation 
(or the lack off for updates) with whether there really is need
[12:05pm] s3wong: (brb)
[12:05pm] rkukura: Lets not forget that there is a relational DB 
behind this, so we can query based on any data in any table, do joins, 
etc.
[12:06pm] ivar-lazzaro: s3wong: well the rule is a classifier + an 
action... So one way or another you can retrieve that
[12:06pm] ivar-lazzaro: rkukura: +1
[12:06pm] SumitNaiksatam: per hemanthravi’s comment here (and 
rkukura’s earlier), we can just decide that policy-rule once created 
is immutable
[12:06pm] ivar-lazzaro: hemanthravi: that's a good point
[12:07pm] ivar-lazzaro: So basically changing the Rule (action or 
classifier) spread the change across contracts using that rule
[12:07pm] SumitNaiksatam: this would limit the update to adding or 
deleting policy rules to a contract
[12:07pm] SumitNaiksatam: what does everyone think about this?
[12:07pm] hemanthravi: I was referring to making the action_type, 
action_value immutable in an action
[12:07pm] rkukura: Will polciy_actions genarally be created as needed 
and used in one place, or will there be a finite set of them needed 
that get reused?
[12:07pm] ivar-lazzaro: changing the action will spread the change 
across all the rules and all the contracts using those rules
[12:08pm] ivar-lazzaro: SumitNaiksatam: that's indeed a simple 
solution but you cant' change multiple contracts at once this way
[12:09pm] hemanthravi: policy_actions will be reused...for eg an allow 
action, redirect to a specific servce-chain
[12:09pm] ivar-lazzaro: SumitNaiksatam: you'll need to delete a rule 
and place it everywhere
[12:09pm] SumitNaiksatam: ivar-lazzaro: true very good point
[12:09pm] ivar-lazzaro: SumitNaiksatam: maybe the good compromise is: 
Rule is mutable, Action/Classifiers are not
[12:09pm] SumitNaiksatam: ivar-lazzaro: i think that makes sense
[12:10pm] ivar-lazzaro: SumitNaiksatam: you lose the ability to update 
more than one rule at once, but that may be going too far and we can 



implement that on demand
[12:10pm] SumitNaiksatam: i was just going to say that the most common 
case is probably changing the classifier
[12:11pm] SumitNaiksatam: okay seems like we are back to where we 
started 
[12:11pm] ivar-lazzaro: SumitNaiksatam: Well we have use cases now 
though 
[12:11pm] SumitNaiksatam: so i will make the action_type immutable, 
and leave the rest as is; we can file bugs if we think this needs to 
change
[12:11pm] SumitNaiksatam: ivar-lazzaro: 
[12:13pm] SumitNaiksatam: so rkukura we can count on you being the 
second core reviewer for API-2?
[12:13pm] rkukura: sure
[12:13pm] SumitNaiksatam: rkukura: thanks
[12:14pm] SumitNaiksatam: so i think earlier rms_13 was indicating 
that the API/DB/PLG-2/3 patches have already gone through some review 
before
[12:15pm] SumitNaiksatam: should we go through each of the remaining 
ones now, or should we assign two cores to each and move on to GPM-
RMD-3?
[12:15pm] SumitNaiksatam: *GPM-RMD-SG
[12:16pm] rms_13: I am one of them for them. I vote for assigning 2 
cores and be done with it
[12:16pm] ivar-lazzaro: rms_13: +1
[12:16pm] SumitNaiksatam: ok good
[12:17pm] SumitNaiksatam: rms_13: so you are volunteering to be 
accountable for all those patches?
[12:17pm] SumitNaiksatam: okay let me go in order, and find 
assignments
[12:18pm] SumitNaiksatam: GP-DB-2, rms_13 is already on it
[12:18pm] SumitNaiksatam: which other core wants to take this one?
[12:18pm] rms_13: I have already reviewed most of the lines
[12:18pm] SumitNaiksatam: rms_13: yes thanks
[12:18pm] rms_13: Some of them havent put comments on. So Yes I am 
volunteering
[12:19pm] rms_13: I shall be done with all 5 of them by EOD tomorrow
[12:19pm] SumitNaiksatam: rms_13: sweet
[12:19pm] SumitNaiksatam: ivar-lazzaro: you want to take GP-DB-2?
[12:19pm] rms_13: Lets shoot to get it in by end of this week
[12:19pm] SumitNaiksatam: rms_13: the sooner the better 
[12:19pm] ivar-lazzaro: SumitNaiksatam: fine for me
[12:19pm] SumitNaiksatam: okay so why dont we do it this way
[12:20pm] rms_13: Please be active in responding the review comments 
if there are any. So that I can know what is in your mind ... whoever 
is uploading new patch
[12:20pm] SumitNaiksatam: GP-API-2/3: rkukura and rms_13
[12:20pm] rkukura: SumitNaiksatam: OK
[12:20pm] rms_13: I have a common concern about migration schema ... 
have asked earlier as well



[12:20pm] SumitNaiksatam: GP-DB-2/3: rms_13 and ivar-lazzaro
[12:20pm] SumitNaiksatam: rms_13: one sec, we will get to that
[12:20pm] rms_13: k
[12:21pm] SumitNaiksatam: GP-PLG-3: rkukura and hemanthravi/subra?
[12:21pm] hemanthravi: ok
[12:21pm] SumitNaiksatam: rkukura: ^^^?
[12:22pm] rkukura: OK
[12:22pm] SumitNaiksatam: rkukura: thanks
[12:23pm] SumitNaiksatam: GPM-RMD-SG: SumitNaiksatam and rkukura 
(hemanthravi?)
[12:23pm] SumitNaiksatam: rkukura: hemanthravi ^^^?
[12:23pm] rkukura: SumitNaiksatam: I’m defenitely spending some time 
on this one
[12:23pm] hemanthravi: ok
[12:23pm] SumitNaiksatam: rkukura: hemanthravi: thanks
[12:23pm] SumitNaiksatam: so we target to review these by mid tomorrow
[12:24pm] SumitNaiksatam: i would really hope that we can meet that 
timeline
[12:24pm] SumitNaiksatam: of course anyone can review any patches
[12:24pm] rms_13: SumitNaiksatam: sounds like a good plan
[12:25pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: fee free to review as well, since 
you already you a few before, i did not volunteer your name
[12:25pm] SumitNaiksatam: okay so the DB migrations, rms_13 what is 
your concern?
[12:25pm] rms_13: I wanted to understand our plan on it in stackforge
[12:26pm] rms_13: I see Ivar's https://review.openstack.org/#/c/
126383/
[12:26pm] SumitNaiksatam: ok good segue, that was the next patch in 
the chain
[12:26pm] ivar-lazzaro: rms_13: there's also a thread on the ML about 
that
[12:26pm] rkukura: I’ve reviewed this, and would be much more 
comfortable with the SSDC approach instead.
[12:26pm] SumitNaiksatam: btw, the migration is broken even for the 
earlier patches since Neutron HEAD has changed
[12:27pm] rms_13: Exactly
[12:27pm] s3wong: SumitNaiksatam: it's OK 
[12:27pm] ivar-lazzaro: SumitNaiksatam: I've put a comment in your bug
[12:27pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: 
[12:27pm] SumitNaiksatam: ivar-lazzaro: okay
[12:27pm] ivar-lazzaro: SumitNaiksatam: it is a consequence of the bad 
migration method we have now, will be fixed automatically when we 
decide to merge one of the approaches
[12:27pm] rms_13: So what is the plan? I am not suggesting anything 
here. But as you would understand, it will affect the DB patches which 
I would be reviewing. So want to be clear about it
[12:27pm] SumitNaiksatam: ivar-lazzaro: sure, but i wanted to be able 
to install devstack until then 
[12:28pm] SumitNaiksatam: ivar-lazzaro: actually mikeC wants to 
[12:28pm] ivar-lazzaro: SumitNaiksatam: or we can merge one of those 



[12:28pm] SumitNaiksatam: ivar-lazzaro: 
[12:29pm] ivar-lazzaro: rms_13: so we have a problem with the current 
migration... which is that any Neutron's upgrade (from juno to kilo) 
will break since their head is different from ours
[12:29pm] rkukura: ivar-lazzaro: If the SSDC approach is so simple, 
why not just implement that, with gpm-rmd-1 as its predecessor, and 
then we can rebase the rest on it and not worry about neutron head 
chaning again.
[12:29pm] ivar-lazzaro: rms_13: there are 2 proposal to fix this, Same 
Schema Different Chain (SSDC) where we keep using neutron's database 
but we change the db migration chain
[12:29pm] rms_13: Guys, I will have to leave early as have to attend 
another one at 12.30. I will read the chat later on to get on top of 
things. Sumit, expect reviews to be completed by EOD tomorrow.
[12:29pm] rkukura: Also, we should be depending on neutron juno RC2 at 
this point, so head shouldn’t be chaning too much
[12:30pm] rkukura: I also need to leave in a few minutes
[12:30pm] ivar-lazzaro: rms_13: Different Schema Different Chain 
(DSDC) which is like the above but we use a different schema
[12:30pm] SumitNaiksatam: rms_13: great, i will update you
[12:30pm] ivar-lazzaro: rkukura: that may be an idea
[12:30pm] SumitNaiksatam: rkukura: agree, head shouldnt be changing, 
and we are close to stable/juno anyway
[12:31pm] SumitNaiksatam: okay so rkukura you are definitely one of 
the reviewers for https://review.openstack.org/#/c/126383/, right?
[12:31pm] ivar-lazzaro: rkukura: that's true, but since we need to fix 
the DB problem anyway I'd prefer to iterate fast on it
[12:32pm] rkukura: I’m concerned with the current DSDC patch defining 
gbp_schema, but not really using it as a DB connection URL. Its 
assuming a particular syntax within that URL that may not hold for all 
DBs or even all mysql deployments.
[12:32pm] rkukura: Why not do the simpler fix for now, then we can 
consider switching to the more complex one later if needed
[12:32pm] rkukura: ?
[12:33pm] s3wong: ivar-lazzaro: wait, so which one are we going with 
now (SSDC vs DSDC)? I thought we were aiming for a decision by last 
Friday?
[12:33pm] ivar-lazzaro: rkukura: ok. We just need to keep in mind that 
if any packager requires the DSDC we'll have to re-test everything
[12:33pm] rkukura: s3wong: IFAIK, we have not seena SSDC patch yet.
[12:33pm] ivar-lazzaro: rkukura: but I agree that we need to at least 
merge something right now
[12:33pm] s3wong: rkukura, ivar-lazzaro: so we are going with DSDC?
[12:34pm] ivar-lazzaro: Does everyone agree to go SSDC for now?
[12:34pm] ivar-lazzaro: So that we fix the devstack issue at the same 
time
[12:34pm] rkukura: +1
[12:34pm] ivar-lazzaro: Although, being in the same schema we need to 
change the DB tables names
[12:34pm] ivar-lazzaro: or at least we need to namespace them



[12:34pm] rkukura: ivar-lazzaro: why?
[12:34pm] ivar-lazzaro: (otherwise we fail if we merge into Kilo  )
[12:35pm] rkukura: we prefix them all with gbp now, don’t we?
[12:35pm] rkukura: or “gp_”
[12:35pm] ivar-lazzaro: rkukura: the migration fail if a table with 
the same name already exist
[12:35pm] ivar-lazzaro: rkukura: what if GBP merges into Neutron in 
the future?
[12:35pm] ivar-lazzaro: rkukura: do we change the table names there?
[12:36pm] SumitNaiksatam: ivar-lazzaro: i wont be too concerned about 
that for now 
[12:36pm] rkukura: ivar-lazzaro: I guess we could change the table 
names then if we needed to, or we’d do some migration that updates the 
tables (if they exist) to whatever changes get made in their schema.
[12:36pm] SumitNaiksatam: in general we will have to take some hit 
when we move from stackforge to anywhere else
[12:37pm] SumitNaiksatam: we just need to make sure that we minimize 
that hit to the extent possible
[12:37pm] rkukura: I believe we could write migration scripts for 
neutron that looked to see if the stackforge version of the table 
already exists and made any needed changes.
[12:37pm] ivar-lazzaro: rkukura SumitNaiksatam: makes sense, although 
we could avoid that by adding a "stackforge" prefix to our tables 
[12:37pm] ivar-lazzaro: rkukura SumitNaiksatam: but I'm ok anyway
[12:37pm] SumitNaiksatam: and that whatever approach we take in 
stackforge actually allows us to deliver the solution we plan to (i.e. 
to packaging issues)
[12:37pm] SumitNaiksatam: to -> no
[12:38pm] rkukura: ivar-lazzaro: I don’t think the additional prefix 
is really needed if we’ve already got a recognizable prefix.
[12:38pm] ivar-lazzaro: rkukura: I was talking into the assumption 
that we'll use the same names we have now in Neutron, but since it 
doesn't appear to be an issue I'm ok with that
[12:39pm] SumitNaiksatam: okay for now i am identifying rkukura and 
s3wong for reviewing the DB migration patch
[12:39pm] rkukura: ok
[12:39pm] s3wong: sure
[12:39pm] ivar-lazzaro: I'll push the SSDC approach later today
[12:39pm] rkukura: ivar-lazzaro: great! I’ll review and test ASAP!
[12:40pm] SumitNaiksatam: next patch: https://review.openstack.org/#/
c/127364/ (Hierarchical contracts implementation)
[12:40pm] SumitNaiksatam: so SumitNaiksatam and hemanthravi/subra on 
this
[12:40pm] rkukura: I have bail out of the meeting - I need to take my 
dog to the vet before its too late in the day.
[12:41pm] hemanthravi: subra can do this, but is tied up today & 
tomorrow
[12:41pm] SumitNaiksatam: rkukura: okay
[12:41pm] s3wong: SumitNaiksatam: is hierarchical contract implemented 
in mapping driver?



[12:41pm] hemanthravi: thu ok for this?
[12:41pm] SumitNaiksatam: hemanthravi: okay
[12:41pm] rkukura: I’ll review the log when I get back.
[12:41pm] rkukura: bye
[12:41pm] SumitNaiksatam: rkukura: thanks for joining, bye
[12:42pm] ivar-lazzaro: s3wong: yes, with some limitations: https://
review.openstack.org/#/c/127364/
[12:42pm] ivar-lazzaro: rkukura: bye
[12:42pm] SumitNaiksatam: Delete object chain - https://
review.openstack.org/#/c/126740/
[12:43pm] SumitNaiksatam: so i will put rkukura and hemanthravi for 
this (hemanthravi you can have magesh look at this)
[12:43pm] hemanthravi: ok
[12:44pm] hemanthravi: SumitNaiksatam, for 126740
[12:44pm] SumitNaiksatam: hemanthravi: good
[12:44pm] SumitNaiksatam: i think we have a lost a few people, so 
perhaps we should wrap up soon
[12:45pm] SumitNaiksatam: i know we are eating into the lunch time as 
well here in PST
[12:45pm] SumitNaiksatam: so now we are left with a bunch of servic 
chain related patches! 
[12:45pm] SumitNaiksatam: i could be one of the reviewers, however i 
am swamped for the next few days
[12:46pm] hemanthravi: SumitNaiksatam, the service-chain and redirect 
patches are in, but fail due to dependencies will resolve this 
tomorrow
[12:46pm] SumitNaiksatam: and we still need one more core
[12:46pm] SumitNaiksatam: hemanthravi: np
[12:46pm] SumitNaiksatam: hemanthravi: lets figure out the second 
reviewer offline
[12:46pm] hemanthravi: ok
[12:46pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: can you be the second reviewer on 
the redirect patch?
[12:46pm] s3wong: SumitNaiksatam: sure
[12:46pm] SumitNaiksatam: ok good
[12:47pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: its not ready yet
[12:47pm] s3wong: SumitNaiksatam: for chaining... my understanding is 
even the spec isn't approved yet, right?
[12:47pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: true
[12:47pm] SumitNaiksatam: hemanthravi: did you update the spec?
[12:47pm] s3wong: SumitNaiksatam: do we really expect that to be in 
our first release package (by K-Summit)?
[12:48pm] hemanthravi: SumitNaiksatam, i'll do that this afternoon
[12:49pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: hemanthravi, s3wong’s question ^^^
[12:49pm] hemanthravi: s3wong, yes the patches will be in for the k-
summit
[12:50pm] SumitNaiksatam: there are some more spec changes in review 
as well:
[12:50pm] s3wong: hemanthravi: can redirect even be implemented by SG 
(or other Neutron constructs)?



[12:50pm] hemanthravi: patches are in for the current spec, the 
changes to the spec shouldn't affect the reference impl
[12:50pm] SumitNaiksatam: hemanthravi: good point
[12:51pm] SumitNaiksatam: for the specs:
[12:51pm] SumitNaiksatam: https://review.openstack.org/#/q/status:open
+project:stackforge/group-based-policy-specs+branch:master,n,z
[12:51pm] hemanthravi: s3wong, service-chain will be under gbp and be 
able to interpret gbp resources
[12:52pm] s3wong: hemanthravi: yeah, but how it is implemented in 
mapping driver?
[12:52pm] s3wong: * how is it
[12:52pm] s3wong: hemanthravi: I guess I will take a look to see for 
myself 
[12:52pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: service chain has its own provider
[12:52pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: and driver
[12:53pm] s3wong: SumitNaiksatam: if service chain is merely an API 
with stub, but need to have non-open-source driver, wouldn't that be a 
violation of OpenStack policy of requiring open-source implementation 
for all APIs?
[12:54pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: of course there is a open-source-
driver
[12:54pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: in fact it has been avaliable for a 
long time
[12:54pm] hemanthravi: s3wong, the open-source-driver will work for 
the existing FW, LB services in OS
[12:55pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: it was part of the patches that were 
submitted in neutron, so it has a long history 
[12:55pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: there current work underway is to 
adapt that to the GBP repo with some more enahancements that will 
allow for better integration with GBP
[12:56pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: but the enhancements are mostly at 
the Service Chain API level (not at the driver level)
[12:56pm] s3wong: SumitNaiksatam: the service chaining driver isn't in 
Neutron repo --- so we are now putting that into GBP repo?
[12:57pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: not sure i understand by “the 
service chaining driver isn't in Neutron repo"
[12:57pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: none of what we are doing is in the 
neutron repo
[12:57pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: if it was, we wouldnt be doing it 
now
[12:58pm] s3wong: SumitNaiksatam: yes and no. the mapping driver 
currently uses the Neutron constructs that are in Neutron repo
[12:58pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: so does the service chain driver
[12:58pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: it uses the service constructs which 
are in the neutron repo/project
[12:58pm] s3wong: SumitNaiksatam: OK, I see
[12:59pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: in fact the service chain driver 
actually interfaces with Heat
[12:59pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: it leverages the Heat templates for 
the existing neutron services



[1:00pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: but yes, a parallel can be drawn 
between the GBP mapping driver and the service chain driver
[1:00pm] s3wong: SumitNaiksatam: I see --- this coincides with what 
Mark McClain talked about during our advanced service design summit 
session
[1:00pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: that said service chain is closely 
integrated with GBP
[1:00pm] s3wong: that he sees service-chaining to be more of a Heat 
problem than Neutron's
[1:01pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: not really
[1:01pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: the current service chain driver is 
one way of doing it
[1:01pm] SumitNaiksatam: s3wong: but the service chain abstractions 
are required
[1:01pm] s3wong: SumitNaiksatam: it's OK - I will read up on the spec 
to understand
[1:02pm] SumitNaiksatam: just realized we have hit the second hour
[1:02pm] SumitNaiksatam: we will also have CLI, UI and Heat patches 
for review (CLI is already in review)
[1:02pm] SumitNaiksatam: but we i guess we will have to discuss those 
later
[1:02pm] SumitNaiksatam: thanks all for joining
[1:02pm] SumitNaiksatam: i will send out a summary udapte
[1:02pm] SumitNaiksatam: anything else we need to discuss right now?
[1:03pm] SumitNaiksatam: okay, thanks again for reviewing!


